SUBGROUP: 001 John C. Keenan Collection
DESCRIPTION: Consists of photographs taken by John Keenan, a photographer with the Pittsburgh Catholic from 1962-1993. Most of the photos are negatives, with some prints and a few slides. See separate finding guide for a complete description of the photos.

SUBGROUP: 002 John Cardinal Wright Collection
DESCRIPTION: Photographs (1896-1976) consists mainly of photographs of Cardinal Wright's career and activities, but there are also photos of his family. See separate finding guide for a complete description of the photos.

SUBGROUP: 003 General Collection
DESCRIPTION: Photographs (1896-1996) consists of all photographs related to diocesan offices, personnel and activities including parishes, schools, priests, religious, institutions, lay organizations and events. See separate finding guide for a complete description of the photos.

SUBGROUP: 006 The Pittsburgh Catholic Collection